A5 - Zorro, JH1AJT will visit Bhutan again on 11-20 December. The main purpose of his trip is to have meetings with the Bhutan Olympic Committee and the Bhutan Paralympic Committee for Bhutan's participation in the 2020 Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games. He will be joined by Franz DJ9ZB, Champ E21EIC, Adrian KO8SCA and Max ON5UR, who will be active as A50BOC, A50BPC and A5B on all bands CW, SSB, FT4 and FT8. QSL via Club Log's OQRS, or via JH1AJT.

C5 - Carlo, ON4BR has been active as C56BR from The Gambia since 3 December, and is expected to remain there until 14 December. QSL direct to home call.

CN - Special station CN19JIM will be active on 21-22 December from Imlil in the High Atlas mountain range of Morocco. The callsign's suffix stands for Journee Internationale de la Montagne (International Mountain Day). QSL via RW6HS.

DL - Special callsign DL250BTHVN will be active from Bonn between 16 December and 17 December 2020, during the Beethoven Anniversary Year. Ludwig van Beethoven, one of the greatest composers of all time, was born in Bonn on 16 December 1770. More information will be available on https://dl250bthvn.de/.

FK - Rudi, DB1RUL will be active holiday style as FK/DB1RUL from New Caledonia. He plans to operate mainly FT8 from two locations on Grande Terre (OC-032) between 6 and 15 December, from Ouvea Island (OC-033) on 18-21 December, and from Ile des Pins (OC-032) on 23-27 December. QSL via home call (direct or bureau) and LoTW.

HB0 - Kasimir, DL2SBY will be active as HB0/DL2SBY from Liechtenstein on 21-28 December. He will operate SSB, CW and digital modes on 80-10 metres. QSL via home call (direct only, as he is no longer a member of DARC); the log will be uploaded to LoTW and Club Log. [TNX The Daily DX]

HC - Joshua, W9HT will be active as HC5JLT from Ecuador on 15-21 December. He will operate SSB, CW and digital modes on the HF bands and 6 metres. QSL via home call. [TNX OPDX Bulletin]

JD1_oga- Once again Harry, JG7PSJ will be active as JD1BMH from Chichijima (AS-031), Ogasawara from 22 December to 3 January 2020. He will operate CW, SSB and RTTY on 80-10m, but the "top priority for this tour is antenna maintenance" in the aftermath of two typhoons. QSL via JD1BMH (bureau) or JG7PSJ (direct). He does not use LoTW or PayPal. See http://jd1bmh.webcrow.jp/ for logsearch.

ON - The Bastogne based Radio Club des Ardennes (ON4RCA) will be active as OP75USA from 7 December to 7 January 2020 to commemorate the 75th anniversary of the Battle of the Bulge during World War II. QSL via the bureau, or direct to ON4JM; logsearch on Club Log.

PY - Participating stations in the first edition of the Brazilian Parks
Weekend (12-15 December, http://radioexpedicao.com/) include PW1F, PW7M, ZV3FF, ZV7A, ZW1F, ZW1TP, ZW2CNN, ZW7AER, ZW7O, ZY1A, ZY1F, ZY2GO, ZY3F, ZY4F, ZY7PF, ZY8F, ZY9F and ZZ1F.

PY - Ron, PY2RON will be active holiday style as PY6/PY2RON from Itaparica Island (SA-023) from 20 December to 1 January. He will operate SSB, CW and maybe FT8 on 80-6 metres. QSL via home call. [TNX DX World]

VP8_ant - Seba, SQ1SGB expects to be active as VP8HAL from Halley VI Research Station, Antarctica until 8 February 2020. In his spare time he will operate digital modes (FT8 and JT65) and SSB on 40 and 20m. QSL via EB7DX. See https://www.qrz.com/db/SQ1SGB for updates.
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PITCAIRN ISLAND --> The recent VP6R Dxpedition is now a gorgeous photo book (239 pages), authored by Nodir Tursun-Zade (EY8MM) and packed with spectacular pictures. It is available for you to browse through and/or purchase at https://www.blurb.com/b/9820054-vp6r-expedition-to-pitcairn-island.

VP8/VP8DXU --> Alan Cheshire (VK6CQ) has joined the South Orkney Islands DXpedition team; he replaces WD5COV who has had to leave the project. Loaded into a sea container, the equipment is on its way to Chile. It is expected to arrive at Coronel on 21 December; subsequently, the shipment will be taken to Punta Arenas. The estimated cost of this project is 310,000-325,000 USD, with the most expensive line items being the ship, freight and cold weather shelters. As for fundraising, 49 clubs/foundations and over 400 individuals have supported the project so far. "While we still have a long way to go", the team reports, "we continue to make progress towards our goal of the radio team paying 50% of the project cost with sponsorships paying the remainder". The next major milestones include finalizing the radio operating schedule and assigning team member responsibilities for camp setup, radio and antenna installation. Read the latest Press Release (#8, 3 December) on https://sorkney.com/.
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6Y6Y Lester B. Veenstra, 452 Stable Lane, Keyser WV 26726, USA
9G5GS Matteo Ghirardini, Via Maggiore 77, 48121 Ravenna RA, Italy
C56BR Carlo Houben, Koebaan 73, 3600 Genk, Belgium
CX6VM Jorge Diez Furest, Remigio Castellanos 474, 37000 - Melo, Cerro Largo, Uruguay
EG5ERC Manolo Sanchez Perez, Apartado Postal 173, 03660 Novelda (Alicante) Spain
EI0R Declan Craig, 167 Saint James's Road, Dublin 12, D12 W6T4, Ireland
EL2FM Joe Brown, 10 Oldhams Lane, Bolton, BL1 6PN, United Kingdom
FR4NT Stephane Van Langenhoven, 24 bis rue de Anter Hent, 29830 Ploudalmezeau, France
FR4SC Stephane Van Langenhoven, 24 bis rue de Anter Hent, 29830 Ploudalmezeau, France
GU4CHY Dick Allisette, Lilyvale House, Rue des Houmets, Castel, Guernsey, GY5 7XZ, United Kingdom
HB0A Amateurfunk Verein Liechtenstein, P.O. Box 629, 9495 Triesen FL, Liechtenstein
HB9BOU Herbert Aeby, Route du Moulin 1, 1782 Belfaux, Switzerland
HG1S MTTOSZ Gyor Varosi Radioklub, Gyor, Nagysandor Jozsef u. 27, 9027, Hungary
IZ3KVD Giorgio Laconi, Via Perine 4, 31020 Villorba TV, Italy
JA0JHQ Nobuaki Hosokawa, 1458-25 Okagami, Asao-ku, Kawasaki-shi, Kanagawa, 215-0027, Japan
JA1XGI Haru Uchida, 2-30-11 Shintomi, Kawagoe-shi, Saitama, 350-0043, Japan
KH7B Bill Kollenbaum, 2446 Belleaire Rd, Clearwater FL 33764, USA
LT1F Karlos Luis Bruno, Calle Espana 1115, S2000DBW, Rosario, Argentina
OH9SCL Anssi Puuronen, Kemijoen itapuolentie 1577, FI-97110 Rautiosaari, Finland
OY9JD Jon Dam, Undi Kerjum 7, PO-100 Torshavn, Faroe Islands
PY0FR Renner Pedroza, Rua Waldemar Nery Carneiro Monteiro 475 Apt 602, Boa Viagem, Recife - PE, 51030-140, Brazil
T6A Robert Kasca, Govejk 11C, 5281 Spodnja Idrija, Slovenia
W4DTA Esteban J. Romagni, 263 Cross Point Cove, Collierville TN 38017, USA
XE2X Jorge F. Rios Alvarado, 116 E Coma Ave, PMB #426, Hidalgo TX 78557, USA
XP3A Harry de Jong, Broekdijk 59, 7695 TC Bruchtweld, The Netherlands
ZM4T Holger Hannemann, 262 Waimarama Heights, RD12, Havelock North 4294, New Zealand
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